
Great Water Clear Pipes
No Ongoing Costs
GrowFlow brings you world-class expertise in the latest magnet technology 
and its application to water treatment.

GrowFlow Magnetic Water Conditioners are manufactured in Newcastle,  
New South Wales. Our parent company International Magnetic Solutions, is 
an Australian company with a commitment to excellence in the manufacture of 
high quality, rare earth permanent magnets. Our company has a scientific and 
technical team at the leading edge of world magnetic technology.

GrowFlow Magnetic Water Conditioners
Our Magnetic Water Conditioners focus a very intense magnetic field 
through the pipe wall into the water to be treated.

The very strong and intense magnetic field interferes with the ionic charges 
of the mineral ions (salts) in the water, which makes them behave differently. 
This change results in the water acting “softer”. Calcium and magnesium no 
longer set like cement, and salts lose their ability to bind to the soil particles. 
So GROWFLOW water conditioners are the ultimate solution when you are 
using water from natural sources.



International Magnetic 
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Experience the latest 
innovation from the Water 
Magnet Technology 
Leader, GrowFlow.

The Growflow Magwrap 
Water Conditioner 
is unique, versatile, 
efficient, super strong 
and very affordable.  The 
revolutionary Magwrap can 
be wrapped around pipe 
sizes up to the maximum of 
19mm.

Specifically designed for 
domestic use the Magwrap 
also does a great job when 
watering plants and vegies 
with a standard hose or 
drip system.

MagWrap
The Handy go Anywhere  
GrowFlow conditioner.

Advantages and Uses
The GrowFlow Magnetic Water Conditioner is extremely economical and 
environmentally friendly. No need for chemicals or electricity! No waste 
byproducts. No maintenance required. No water volume limits, and it 
NEVER needs replacing.

The GrowFlow conditioner is available in a variety of sizes and strengths 
to suit any situation where there is scale & iron build-up and/or blockages 
in water pipes. It can be used effectively for industrial, agricultural or 
domestic applications.

Use GrowFlow and See the Difference
With the water acting “softer”, conditioners, soaps, detergents and 
cleaning chemicals all perform more efficiently, as a result less of each is 
required. Calcium, magnesium and bicarbonates no longer build up in 
pipes and fittings. Cement-like limescale no longer forms on glass and 
screens. Plant leaf-burn from saline waters is reduced, and the effects 
of salinity in soil on plant growth are reduced considerably and often 
prevented altogether.

Keep Pipes Clear

Water dissolves small amounts of every soluble mineral it contacts. Two of 
the most common minerals dissolved are calcium and magnesium. These 
dissolved minerals cause the water to be “hard” forming scale deposits 
on pipes, hot water systems and household appliances.

The GrowFlow conditioner keeps pipes clear and prevents “limescale” 
building up in household appliances that use water and surfaces like tiles, 
sinks and glass. 

GrowFlow water conditioning is a superior, proven, environmentally 
safe, non-chemical approach to the treatment of water. In many areas of 
rural and urban Australia, magnetic water conditioning is the accepted 
treatment for a whole range of lousy bore water problems.

Reduce the effects of salinity
GrowFlowwater treatment will reduce the impact of salt on plants and soil 
giving you healthy lush vegetation and soil.

You can see the before and after effects on calcium scale in pipes


